


RU SS I A N  WO R KS  F O R  P I A N O  F O U R  H A N DS
S T R AV I N S K Y   R AC H M A N I N OV   TC H A I KOVS K Y
P E T E R  H I L L  &  B E NJ A M I N  F R I T H

 Sergei Rachmaninov (1873–1943) Six morceaux, Op. 11

1 1. Barcarolle  [5:14]

2 2. Scherzo  [2:54]

3 3. Russian Theme  [3:50]

4 4. Valse  [3:55]

5 5. Romance  [3:13] 

6 6. Slava  [4:25]

 Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840–1893) from Fifty Russian Folk Songs

7 Do not overflow, my quiet Danube – Не разливайся, мой тихой Дунай  [0:40]

8 Are you my plait, my scarf? – Коса ль моя косынька? [0:51]

9 Is it really you, dove-grey rooster? – Уж ты, сизенький петух? [0:28]

10 But we have rented the land – А мы землю наняли [0:23]

11 Vanya was sitting – Сидел Ваня [0:29]

12 I shall approach and come up to your town – Пойду, подступлю под ваш город [0:24] 

13 Do not sing, do not sing, O little nightingale – Не пой, не пой, соловушко [0:35]

14 Oh, meadow-duck of mine – Ой, утушка моя луговая  [0:16]

15 By the gates, the gates – У ворот, ворот [0:23]

16 Remember, remember, my dear – Вспомни, вспомни, моя любезная [0:40]

17 By the gate the pine tree rocks – У ворот сосна раскачалася [0:36]

18 Under the green apple tree – Под яблонью [0:18]

19 Spin, O my spinner – Пряди, моя пряха [0:41]

20 As down the hill, down the mountain – Как со горки, со горы [0:42]

21 Snowball tree with raspberries – Калинушка с малинушкой [0:33]

22 The loach wriggles on the water – Вьюн на воде извивается  [0:31]

23 Yesterday evening I was young at the feast – Я вечор млада во пиру была  [0:25]

24 Oh, my heart, my poor thing – Эко сердце, эко бедное мое [0:35] 

25 In the sea the duck was swimming – На море утушка купалася [0:30]

26 Merry Katenka – Катенька веселая  [0:26]

27 As across the meadow, across the little meadow – Как по лугу, по лужечку [0:33]

28 Beyond the yard the little meadow is green – За двором лужок, зеленешенек [0:21]

29 Yo, heave ho (Song of the Volga Boatmen) – Эй, ухнем: Бурлацкая [0:58]

 Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971) Petrushka (1947 revised version)

30 First Scene: The Shrovetide Fair [4:55]

31 The Magic Trick  [1:53]

32 Russian Dance  [2:31]

33 Second Scene: Petrushka’s Cell [3:51]

34 Third Scene: The Moor’s Cell [2:32]

35 Dance of the Ballerina  [0:42]

36 Valse (The Ballerina and the Moor) [3:03]

37 Fourth Scene: The Shrovetide Fair (Evening) [1:08]

38 Dance of the Wet-Nurses  [2:31]

39 Enter a Peasant with a Bear [1:29]

40 The Gypsy Women Dance [0:55]

41 Dance of the Coachmen and the Grooms [1:58]

42 The Masqueraders  [2:05]

43 Petrushka’s Death  [2:44]

Total playing time  [68:27]



horn soloist with the melody exactly as in 
Tchaikovsky, the rhythm is then reduced to 
even note-values, and the theme distilled into 
one of those time-stretching conclusions for 
which Stravinsky is famous (later examples 
include Les Noces, Apollon Musagète, and 
the Symphony of Psalms). ‘Yesterday evening 
I was young at the feast’ appears as the 
‘Wet-Nurses’ Dance’ in the fourth scene of 
Petrushka where the melody builds from 
fragmentary beginnings within a dislocated 
mosaic of competing layers.  

The Six morceaux is an early masterpiece, 
composed in April 1894 when Rachmaninov 
was just past his twenty-first birthday, three 
years after the First Piano Concerto and a 
year before the First Symphony. Already 
Rachmaninov’s characteristic traits are 
present: the long-breathed lyricism, sudden 
electrifying flights of virtuosity and, above 
all, impassioned melancholy. Also apparent 
are sudden shifts in the harmony used to 
dramatic effect. In the opening Barcarolle, 
the middle section features rippling figuration 
for the first pianist which forms a descant 
to rich bass harmonies whose cadences 
descend chromatically (F sharp major, F, E, 
etc). Typical of Rachmaninov is the finesse 
with which the middle section is elided 
into the return of the gentler rhythm of the 
barcarolle. In the Scherzo, marked Allegro 
con possibile, the writing is spikily brilliant, 

would be when he later used the same tune 
in the finale of the Serenade for Strings. That 
said, Tchaikovsky does frequently reflect the 
modal character of the songs, often ending 
tunes which begin in a major key with a 
minor cadence (as in ‘Do not overflow, my 
quiet Danube’), or using the flattened leading 
note in minor keys, for example in ‘Are you 
my plait, my scarf?’ where C sharp (in D 
minor) is withheld until the cadences. Taken 
altogether, the absence of a conventional 
perfect cadence at the end of any of these 
short pieces gives them a touchingly elusive 
quality, many of them seeming to end with a 
question. Rhythmically Tchaikovsky responds 
to the characteristics of the originals through 
irregularities of phrase-lengths: ‘As across 
the meadow’ is an example of this, while in 
‘Vanya was sitting’ Tchaikovsky even inserts 
two bars in 5/4 into a song in 4/4 time. This 
exquisite melody was to reappear in the 
Andante cantabile of the First String Quartet. 

Technicalities apart, what is unmistakable 
is the freshness of imagination with which 
Tchaikovsky approached each melody and 
the deft touch he brought to writing for piano 
duet. The songs played here are arranged in 
an order in which the part for the first pianist 
becomes progressively more complex, 
beginning with the simple unisons of ‘Do not 
overflow, my quiet Danube’ and ending with 
the virtuoso ‘Yo, heave ho’ which, perhaps 

Notes on the music

The link between Stravinsky’s Petrushka and 
Rachmaninov’s Six morceaux stems from the 
revival of folksong in Russia in the second half 
of the nineteenth century, of which Tchaikovsky’s 
Fifty Russian Folk Songs arranged for piano duet 
is an important example. Russian composers 
were in the forefront of what would become an 
international movement. Already by the 1850s 
many of the intelligentsia had come to the view 
that in order to thrive the arts in Russia must 
grow organically from the native soil. In music 
the challenge was to find a way of setting down 
folksongs by notating them in such a way as 
to preserve their subtleties and peculiarities. 
A pioneer in this endeavour was Balakirev, who 
with Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, Borodin 
and Cui formed the five nationalist composers 
known as the ‘mighty handful’. 

As early as 1860 Balakirev had made an 
expedition to the River Volga to collect 
folksongs. These influenced Tchaikovsky’s 
Fifty Russian Folk Songs (1869) which 
contains many of the same melodies, 
borrowed with Balakirev’s permission. 
Tchaikovsky’s approach in arranging the 
melodies differs, however, from Balakirev’s, 
as Edward Garden, biographer of both 
composers, has pointed out. In ‘Under the 
green apple tree’, for example, Balakirev 
supports the melody with modal harmonies 
and a drone bass. Tchaikovsky’s version, 
on the other hand, is firmly in C major, as it 

deliberately, is set in the same key (B flat 
minor) as the First Piano Concerto.   

The other two composers on this recording 
both drew on Russian folksongs but in very 
different ways. Rachmaninov, the last of the 
great composers in the Russian romantic 
tradition, follows Tchaikovsky’s example in 
the ways he employs folksong in the Six 
Morceaux. The third piece of the set, ‘Russian 
Theme’, takes the melody of ‘The Barge 
Haulers’, a folksong which Rachmaninov 
had arranged for voice and piano three years 
earlier. The theme is presented at first in a 
simple form, later being embellished with 
harmonies that add nuances to the melody. 
The final piece, ‘Slava’ (‘Glory’), is based on 
one of the best known of Russian folksongs, 
used by Mussorgsky for the coronation 
scene of Boris Godunov, and also occurring 
in Rimsky-Korsakov’s opera The Tsar’s Bride 
and in Arensky’s Second String Quartet. The 
theme is put through a series of variations 
but always with its essentials preserved. 
This is in sharp contrast with the approach 
taken by Stravinsky which would be far 
more radical in the ways he engaged with 
his source material. Two melodies from 
Tchaikovsky’s Fifty Russian Folk Songs are 
found in Stravinsky’s early ballets. ‘By the 
gate the pine tree rocks’ is used as the 
hymn of thanksgiving in the finale of The 
Firebird (1910). After being introduced by a 



Notes on the music

Petrushka, second of the trio of ballets which 
Stravinsky composed for Diaghilev’s Ballets 
Russes in the years before the First World 
War, came about almost by chance. After the 
triumphant premiere of The Firebird at the 
Paris Opéra in June 1910, which catapulted 
Stravinsky to overnight celebrity, he planned 
a ballet on a prehistoric theme, ‘The Great 
Sacrifice’, later to become The Rite of Spring. 
But by September Stravinsky had a new 
project in view: ‘Before tackling [what] would 
be a long and difficult task, I wanted to refresh 
myself by composing an orchestral piece in 
which the piano would play the most important 
part.’ It was initially conceived as a ‘Pièce 
burlesque’, in which the piano soloist came to 
life like a puppet, ‘exasperating the patience 
of the orchestra with cascades of arpeggios’. 
Eventually the maverick piano part came to 
represent the Russian folk puppet Petrushka, 
‘the droll, ugly, sentimental, shifting personage 
who was always in an explosion of revolt’. 
When Diaghilev and Nijinsky visited Stravinsky 
in Lausanne in September 1910 expecting 
progress on the Rite they found the composer 
at work on what he called ‘Petrushka’s Cry’, 
which at this stage consisted of the scene with 
Petrushka alone in his cell and the music of the 
‘Russian Dance’. 

The scenario of the ballet was worked out 
with Alexandre Benois, who also designed 

with huge dynamic contrasts, and a hymn-like 
second idea with chords hovering over a 
drone bass. The conclusion is characteristically 
brusque and explosive. In ‘Russian Theme’ 
the melody is guided through a series 
of variations, building over a drone bass 
and an insistently chromatic ostinato-like 
figure towards a thunderous climax, before 
melting away in another beautifully handled 
transition. The Valse is similarly quirky. The 
graceful melody is abruptly ambushed by 
a version of the waltz’s rising opening line 
accompanied by pounding chords, and 
then transformed into a chorale which is 
answered by flickering reminiscences. These 
are then used to create an overlap, acting as 
a descant to the reprise of the waltz, now 
taken by the second pianist. The Romance 
opens with a haunting melody inflected 
with chromaticism, rising to an impassioned 
central section from which Rachmaninov 
engineers another exquisite transition, with 
harmonies drifting weightlessly to magical 
effect. ‘Slava’ makes a bravura finale. The tune 
is presented unaccompanied with emphatic 
accents, before being heard quietly, softened 
by chromatic harmonies. The virtuosity 
of the writing builds inexorably to a huge 
chordal climax with the theme resoundingly 
harmonised, spilling over into a presto coda 
with the pianists playing the theme in canon, 
like overlapping peals of bells.

The music of the Shrovetide Fair (First Scene) 
represents the bustle of the crowd in layers 
of teeming rhythms, with (for example) 
septuplets in the treble against a trudging 
counter-theme in the bass, which erupts into 
a tutti as a group of drunken dancers pass by. 
The music is like a cinematic collage, cutting 
abruptly between different views and zooming 
in on a particular scene in the crowd. The 
middle section exemplifies this, combining 
in a bizarre ‘quodlibet’ the music of a barrel 
organ on one side of the stage with a musical 
box on the other, until both are engulfed in the 
tumult of the crowd. A drum roll introduces 
the Magician and the music of his magic trick. 
With a wave of his flute he summons the 
puppets to life, and the curtain of the little 
theatre rises to reveal the three puppets – 
Petrushka, the Moor and the Ballerina – who 
astonish the crowd with their ‘Russian Dance’. 

The Second Scene begins with Petrushka 
brutally thrown into his cell. His motif is formed 
from a pair of arpeggios on C and F sharp. At 
first he sighs in self-pity, then curses his fate. 
The Ballerina enters but flees from Petrushka’s 
uncouth advances, and he is left alone to his 
despair. Another drum roll introduces the Third 
Scene, with the Moor in a gorgeous costume. 
He is captivated by the Ballerina, and together 
they dance a sentimental Valse. Petrushka 
appears, furiously jealous, but is violently ejected. 

the legendary first production, with Nijinsky 
creating one of his greatest performances 
in the title role. The drama of the puppets 
which come magically to life was to be played 
out against the traditional Shrovetide fair at 
St Petersburg. The setting was a powerful 
inspiration on the music: ‘My last visit to St 
Petersburg’, Stravinsky wrote at the time, ‘did 
me much good, and the final scene is shaping 
up excitingly … quick tempos, concertinas, 
major keys … smells of Russian food … and 
of sweat and glistening leather boots. Oh 
what excitement!’ The music was infused with 
local colour in the form of Russian folksongs, 
among them street tunes from St Petersburg 
supplied by Andrei Rimsky-Korsakov (son of 
the composer). The key to the scenario of 
Petrushka is a ‘distancing’ dramatic device, a 
play-within-a-play, with the added irony that in 
the ‘real’ world the crowd at the Shrovetide 
fair remains anonymous whereas the puppets 
are portrayed as alive and imbued with human 
emotions. Petrushka was to set the tone 
for Stravinsky’s later stage works in which 
humanity is in the grip of forces beyond its 
control – reflected in the casual cruelty of 
Renard or The Soldier’s Tale, or Les Noces 
where the bride and groom are emblematic 
figures in a ritual, or Oedipus predestined to 
a terrible fate. Petrushka himself, unusually, 
finally makes his escape, but only in death, as 
a ghost thumbing his nose at his oppressor.



The final scene returns to the Shrovetide fair, 
introduced by the swirl of a carousel. The 
‘Dance of the Wet-Nurses’ is interrupted by a 
performing bear. The rhythms of the carousel 
resume, at first quietly, before a sequence of 
dances ensues, first for two gypsies, then the 
coachmen and grooms, and finally for a group 
of masqueraders or mummers. Abruptly, 
the revellers scatter as Petrushka rushes in 
pursued by the Moor, who strikes him down 
with his scimitar. The crowd recoils in horror 
but the Magician shows them that Petrushka’s 
lifeless body is simply a doll stuffed with 
sawdust. As the Magician drags the body 
offstage the ghost of Petrushka appears on 
the roof of the puppet theatre jeering at the 
Magician and the crowd. 

With the piano central to Stravinsky’s 
conception it is no wonder that the 
arrangement of the ballet score for piano 
duet should be a tour de force. Originally 
made in 1911, the four-hand version was 
revised in the wake of the 1947 revision of the 
orchestral score. In the latter by the far the 

Notes on the music

most important change to the orchestration 
was in the enhanced role of the piano, 
sharpening the rhythmic focus and interplay 
throughout. In revising the piano duet version 
Stravinsky may also have been influenced 
by previous arrangements which he had 
made of Petrushka. In the 1920s he created 
a version for mechanical piano, or pianola, 
as well as a version for solo piano – Three 
Movements from Petrushka, incorporating 
the Russian Dance, the scene in Petrushka’s 
cell and the final scene – dedicated to Artur 
Rubinstein and his ‘agile, clever fingers’. The 
piano duet arrangement complements the 
1947 orchestral revision in which at times it 
seems that Stravinsky is using his orchestra 
like a giant piano keyboard. Heard in the 
pure black-and-white of the piano the music 
emerges anew, the loss of instrumental 
colour compensated by the glittering edge 
and clarity Stravinsky gives to the competing 
facets of his astonishing kaleidoscope of 
texture and tune.
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Biographies

Peter Hill records regularly 
for Delphian, with a Bach 
cycle in progress which has 
so far seen the release of 
The Well-Tempered Clavier 
(DCD34101 & DCD34126) 
and The French Suites 
(DCD34166), and a world 
premiere recording of 

Messiaen’s La Fauvette Passerinette alongside 
works by Stockhausen, Murail, George 
Benjamin, Takemitsu and others (DCD34141). 
His earlier cycles of Messiaen and of Berg, 
Schoenberg and Webern have received 
superlative acclaim, both sets featuring in 
1001 Classical Recordings You Must Hear 
Before You Die. His books include Stravinsky: 
The Rite of Spring (Cambridge Music 
Handbooks) and three on Messiaen, among 
them a ground-breaking biography (Messiaen, 
Yale University Press) which was awarded 
the Dumesnil Prize by the Académie des 
Beaux-Arts in Paris. He gives recitals, lectures 
and masterclasses around the world, holds an 
honorary professorship at Sheffield University 
and is a Fellow of the Royal Northern College 
of Music.

Benjamin Frith and Peter Hill have 
worked together as a duo since 1986. Their 
discography includes Messiaen’s Visions de 
l’Amen and works by Stravinsky: the Concerto 
for Two Pianos, Sonata for Two Pianos, and 
The Rite of Spring, arranged for piano duet by 
the composer. 

Benjamin Frith has given 
recitals throughout Europe, 
North America and the 
Far East, and as soloist 
with many of the world’s 
finest orchestras, under 
conductors such as Sir 
Mark Elder, Zubin Mehta 
and Antoni Wit. His career 

was launched by competition successes as 
first prizewinner in the Rubinstein and Busoni 
piano competitions. His extensive discography 
includes a Mendelssohn cycle which received 
the Penguin CD Guide Rosette Award. He 
topped the classical charts with his recordings 
of John Field’s concertos, while his version of 
Schumann’s Davidsbundlertänze was the top 
recommendation on BBC Radio 3’s ‘Building 
a Library’. He is the pianist with the Gould 
Piano Trio. 
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La Fauvette Passerinette: a Messiaen premiere, with birds,
landscapes & homages
Peter Hill piano
DCD34141

In 2012, leading pianist and Messiaen scholar Peter Hill made a remarkable 
discovery among the composer’s papers: several pages of tightly written 
manuscript from 1961, constituting a near-complete and hitherto unknown work 
for piano. Hill was able to fill in some missing dynamics and articulations by 
consulting Messiaen’s birdsong notebooks, and here sets this glittering addition 
to Messiaen’s piano output in the context both of the composer’s own earlier 
work and of music by the many younger composers on whom Messiaen was a 
profound influence – from Stockhausen and Takemitsu to George Benjamin, who 
like Hill himself worked closely with the composer in the years before his death.

‘A new Messiaen work may be the focus here, but this would be an outstanding 
recital even without that enticement … Hill’s poetry and sense of colour are 
stronger than ever’
— BBC Music Magazine, October 2014, INSTRUMENTAL CHOICE

J.S. Bach: The French Suites 
Peter Hill piano 
DCD34166

The French Suites have a special place among Bach’s keyboard works. Besides 
containing music as profound and poetic as any he wrote, their textures have a 
transparency and sparkle that reflect a move towards the galant style fashionable 
among Bach’s contemporaries. In this, the third instalment of Peter Hill’s acclaimed 
Bach series, Hill has chosen to follow the suites with his own completion of Mozart’s 
Suite in C, K399. With Bach and Handel as his models, this work epitomises 
Mozart’s fascination with Baroque music. Hill’s celebrated return to the studio with 
Delphian four years ago continues to reap rich artistic rewards; here  in Bach his 
abundant energy and passion are deeply informed by a lifetime of scholarship.

‘there’s a confiding wisdom sustaining [Hill’s] latest Bachian foray. Trademark 
unshowy integrity, too, articulated through a silky translucent tone and captured 
in an agreeably intimate recording.’ 
— BBC Music Magazine, February 2016

Also available on Delphian

J.S. Bach: The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book One
Peter Hill piano
DCD34126 (2 discs)

A recognised authority in twentieth-century and contemporary music, Peter 
Hill turns for the first time on disc to another of his lifelong preoccupations: the 
music of J.S. Bach. In two new 2CD sets marking his new recording relationship 
with Delphian, Hill brings his customary scholarly acumen and crystalline musical 
intelligence to bear on the two books of preludes and fugues that comprise 
Bach’s immortal ‘48’ – music of ‘unsurpassed inventiveness’.

‘Bach’s music tests the pianist in many ways, but one of the most telling is 
that it asks how much or how little the performer should exert ego. Hill gets 
the balance just about right in an intimate account … that nevertheless 
oozes authority’

— Sunday Times, June 2013

J.S. Bach: The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book Two
Peter Hill piano
DCD34101 (2 discs)

‘warmth, clarity and insight’
– Classical Music Magazine, March 2013, EDITOR’S CHOICE

‘exceptional readings, scholarly yet living … For all the compositional rigour, 
Hill makes these Preludes and Fugues sing and dance, and also brings out 
their unshakeable foundations of faith’
— HiFi Critic, March 2012

‘Note his use of varied pianistic colours – here muted, there radiant, 
sonorous then shimmering. And [he] unfolds contrapuntal lines with clarity, 
displaying an eloquent understanding of the music’s underlying structure’
— BBC Music Magazine, May 2012, FIVE STARS



As one of the rising stars in the world of period 
performance, Bojan Čičić is fast making 
a name for himself with his sensitive and 
virtuosic playing. In addition to being the leader 
of Florilegium, he frequently guest directed 
groups such as the Academy of Ancient Music, 
European Union Baroque Orchestra, and 
Camerata Kilkenny. His recording of J. S. Bach’s 
Concerto for two violins with Rachel Podger 
and Brecon Baroque was recently named ‘best 
available recording’ by BBC Music Magazine.

Bojan plays a violin by Rugieri from the 1680s, 
kindly loaned to him by the Jumpstart Junior 
Foundation.

Bojan Čičić founded The Illyria Consort, 
formerly known as Suonar Cantando, to 
explore rare repertoire of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. The group has recently 
appeared at the Korkyra Baroque Festival and 

Rachmaninov: Songs 
Evelina Dobraceva, Ekaterina Siurina, Justina Gringyte, Daniil Shtoda, Andrei 
Bondarenko, Rodion Pogossov, Alexander Vinogradov, Iain Burnside 
DCD34127

This first complete recording for twenty years of Rachmaninov’s published song 
output (with the addition of two delightfully comic occasional pieces) lays two 
further claims to importance: our seven singers – hand-picked by renowned pianist 
Iain Burnside – are all native Russian speakers, and every song is performed in the 
key in which Rachmaninov wrote it, respecting both the specificity of vocal colour 
and the carefully designed tonal and expressive trajectory within each opus. For 
the first twenty-five years of his career Rachmaninov regularly expressed himself 
in song, from Tchaikovskian beginnings to the extraordinarily personal range of 
vocal and pianistic utterance in his final two collections. Almost a century after exile 
brought down the curtain on this period of his creative output, Burnside and his 
singers bring these works to shimmering, gushing, crackling, magnificent life.

‘seven phenomenal young singers … Burnside remains a firm, clear companion throughout’ 
— BBC Music Magazine, May 2014, CHORAL & SONG CHOICE

Shortlisted in the Vocal category at the 2014 Gramophone Awards.

Oxana Shevchenko: winner of the 2010 Scottish International Piano Competition 
Oxana Shevchenko 
DCD34061

On 19 September 2010, a rapt audience in Glasgow’s City Halls witnessed the 
23-year-old Kazakhstani pianist emerge decisively on the international stage. She 
had already won the International Music Critics’ Prize at the 2009 Ferruccio Busoni 
International Piano Competition, and now carried away first prize with unanimous 
approval from a distinguished international jury. This recital, recorded just three 
days after her triumph in the concerto final, reveals her extraordinary command of 
structure, rhythmic dynamism and sheer pianistic exuberance.

‘… a shrewdly chosen and enjoyably varied programme with playing at an exalted 
level but it is a rare gift to convey on disc also the sheer joy of performing as Miss 
Shevchenko does. I look forward eagerly to her future releases’ 
— Gramophone, April 2011, EDITOR’S CHOICE

Also available on Delphian

Stravinsky: Choral Works 
Choir of St Mary’s Cathedral, Edinburgh / Duncan Ferguson; Scottish Chamber 
Orchestra Soloists; Ruby Hughes soprano; Nicholas Mulroy tenor 
DCD34164

In Duncan Ferguson’s fifth and to date most ambitious recording project since taking 
the helm of the St Mary's choir in Edinburgh, the choir are joined by players from the 
Scottish Chamber Orchestra and vocal soloists Ruby Hughes and Nicholas Mulroy to 
record major works by the twentieth century’s most influential composer. The choir 
rarely get to perform Stravinsky's Mass in its full version with wind instruments, 
while a performance of the Cantata with cathedral choristers rather than an adult 
choir is rare indeed. Also included are Stravinsky’s ‘completions’ of three cantiones 
sacrae by Gesualdo; their weird contrapuntal twists and turns are relished by this 
intelligent, committed choir, and provide a stark contrast to the austere simplicity of 
Stravinsky’s own short sacred choruses. Gabriel Jackson provides the illuminating 
accompanying essay.

‘Beautifully sung and blessed with outstandingly vivid recorded sound. We are 
brought close to the performers in an attractively resonant space’ 
— Gramophone, October 2016

Rachmaninov / Shostakovich: Sonatas for cello and piano 
Robert Irvine, Graeme McNaught 
DCD34034

Along with his famous Piano Concerto No 2, Rachmaninov’s impassioned Cello 
Sonata of 1901 is one of the two crucial works that signalled the composer’s 
recovery from an intense depression. Acknowledging the precedent of Chopin’s 
sonata both in its G minor tonality and in the importance given to the piano part, it is 
joined here by Shostakovich’s Beethovenian sonata of 1934. 

‘Rarely can [the Rachmaninov] have been recorded in a performance of such potent 
and poetic intensity, intelligence and clarity as that which … Irvine and his responsive, 
vital pianist, Graeme McNaught, give here. Shostakovich’s Cello Sonata is equally 
well done: poised, subtle and controlled where it needs to be, but appositely 
pugnacious, brittle and pointed in the scherzo’ 
— Sunday Times, July 2008
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